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These stories are dedicated to my father.
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ABSTRACT
This collection ofstories represents the best ofthe fiction I wrote over the last
year and a half, beginning in Edinburgh, Scotland, and ending in Oxford, Mississippi.
The first story,“A Comedy ofSurveillance,” follows a man who makes a conscious,
rational decision to stalk the attractive dry cleaning lady the best he knows how. “Swamp
Burning” tells the story ofthe wonder and betrayal ofa boy in the Louisiana wetlands,
and the dark side offamily business. In “Lonely Just Like Me,” a windy day unravels the
»>
problems confronting a middle-aged businessman. The old man in “Magnetic North
tries to convince his wife ofa last trip northwards in his Cessna. An American safari
guide explains what Africa has to offer, and what it asks in return, in “Hot Lead in the
Stomach.” “The Nightshift ofa Preacher” explores the limits and motives of a lonely
preacher in a night encounter. In the last story,“Rangers,” the sohtude atop a fire
lookout tower refines a father’s thoughts into a single, terrifying attempt at redemption.
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A Comedy of Surveillance

If it happened naturally it would scare him — but that’s just it. When Ted was a
child, he wasn’t the sort that jumped into a board game and began rolling dice without
any rules. He read the card that came in the box, and referenced it on any questionable
proceedings. Playing to the letter amused him more than anything else. He had no deepseated attachment to law-abiding or a compulsion to order. It wasjust more fun that way.
On the verge ofthirty, Ted decided to embark on an adventure ofsorts: a tryst
with Stacy Morgan. She had green eyes as bright the neon sign outside her workplace.
When she opened her car door she flipped her dark hair over her shoulders. Beautifully.
She didn’t have to know at first. In fact, he wanted to stalk her as long as he could before
she found out. The stalkers in movies were usually pretty comic anyway. The point was
that he was not some neglected creeper preying on a type set girl, but that he played a
part oft-depicted with mirthful scenarios. He imagined he might even meet a monkey
that would co-conspire with him and their hilarious escapades would involve burrowing
in bushes or wading in pools outside her window, fully clothed, binocs passing one to the
other. It would be a regular Inspector Clouseau affair. But then he hoped no sort of
authority would get involved, unless it was a dynamic Black/White team that added to the
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humor and playfulness.
He went to the public library, checked out How to Stop a Stalker(Mike Proctor,
Prometheus Books 2003)and began with the last chapter, working his way backwards
and making notes in his spiral notebook on how to not get stopped. By the time he’d read
the book’s intended first sentence, he was sure that it’d take a dedication equal to his own
to nab him. And after acquiring a microfilm of“Understanding Stockholm Syndrome:
An Article fi*om the FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin”(Nathalie de Fabrique et al 2007),
he was also sure that that sort ofdedication would inevitably lead to the seeds ofa
relationship in which Stacy would feel at once repelled by his advances and desperately
intrigued. It would be like owning Park Place and Boardwalk, hotels on both.
For the moment he abandoned the chimpanzee fantasy and got started on some
hard facts. He wrote,“Stacy is a middle aged, brown haired Caucasian, sexually
finstrated (he scratched that phrase out, realizing it was an inference firom his own
psyche)night owl at the 24 hour Zapp’s Cleaners on West 18* Street. Day occupation (if
applicable): unknown. Interests: unknown as well, possibly cleaning or stain-removing
techniques. Closest family relations: older brother Mike,owner of said cleaners. Car:
Tan Ford Taurus.” It looked official on paper. It would look especially official on
microfilm like that FBI article, but it wouldn’t appear in that format unless he got caught
and the case electrified the nation. Even then he would have to wait at least five to ten
years for libraries to convert the articles and samples of his notebooks. No,this was as
official as it was going to get at this stage.
Notebook in the glove compartment, Shipley’s twelve pack of doughnut-holes
positioned atop the dash, nine mechanical pencils(he knew there’d be no way he was
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going to be writing at that speed, but he might lose a couple)in the cup holder, he was
ready for his first stake out. His forty-four ounce Orange soda was icy and damp
between his legs. He’d told the attendant at the Seven Eleven opposite Zapp’s that his
bathroom in his apartment next door wasn’t working,in case he got suspicious about the
frequent toilet runs. “T.M.I.” the teen had said. Ted didn’t know what that meant but
wrote it down anyway- anything could be important. Besides, the acronym would give
him an interesting puzzle to solve when Stacy went out of view. ‘Try Mirror Imaging
was the guess he ended up circling. Thinking it good advice on the part ofthe now
possibly wise teenager, Ted pulled his car into another spot where he could watch her in
his rear view,instead ofthrough the much more exposed windshield. He retrained his
eyes on the happenings inside s’qqaZ.
Stacy didn’t seem to be up to much. About every seventeen minutes she would
quit thumbing through a magazine and walk into the backroom, assumedly catalyzing
different parts ofthe cleaning process. When she was gone her fat and disgusting brother
took the opportunity to peruse her unattended magazine,looking over his shoulder to
ensure she wouldn’t catch him. The magazine must be a real girly one, he thought.
Between 1:14AM and 1:18AM (bathroom break number two), a limousine had pulled
curbside. The chauffeur was imloading armfuls ofnightgovms and tuxedos from the
back. Who was getting this sort ofcleaning done at one in the morning? And in a
limousine? He remembered his own ride in a limo,sharing with a group for junior prom
1995. He’d sat in the front with the driver afterwards, pretending he was as deafas the
fifty-year-old to the violent reverberations ofsex behind the partition. Possibly a group
of drunk and dirty prom-goers, he thought, hoping their parents wouldn’t detect tonight’s
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activities on their clothes tomorrow morning. Maybe some ofthem spilt some cranberry
and vodka on their shirts. Maybe they smoked marijuana. Whoever they were, they were
gone by 1:22AM and Stacy didn’t appear again until 1:40. Her brother had exhausted the
magazine and tried his hand at some pull-ups on one ofthe racks. Unsuccessfully.

At six in the morning he awoke to the grumble ofthe Ford Taurus’ ignition
directly behind him and turned the keys to his own car. The maneuver was somewhat
awkward,because he ended up nearly swiping her tail as he pulled out only seconds after
she did. He was way too close. Another screw up like that and he’d get blown early, he
thought. Then he laughed because people in the movies would’ve laughed at the close
call. Comedy at last.
457 Branwick Drive, he wrote on page two of what was becoming known as the
Morgan File in his mind. He was going to write it on the cover, but then thought it better
to write it in Sharpie, then thought it exponentially better to wait until he could buy
stencil stickers at the Dollar Tree to make it look crisp. Residence confirmed; that was
enough for the first day. Well, after the flyer. He removed a pink shp advertising rust
removal from the glove compartment and snuck it under her wipers. The address was his
own,as was every address on each different imaginary company flyer he’d printed out,
ranging from hot dog stands to psychology firms seeking volunteers for experiments.
The day she figured it out, he imagined her dropping a gigantic pile ofwarm laimdry,
button down shirts cascading to the vinyl floor, and her starchy palm slapping her fair,
damp forehead. Her green eyes would narrow like a cat’s.
At home he called Penelope’s Pizza.
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(C

99

We don’t deliver this early.

On a Saturday? What about tee ball games?
99

“Teams usually come in. Anyway,we don’t.
tc

He let out a long, throaty sigh directly into the receiver. IfI come in 15 minutes
99

will you have a large black olive pizza ready?
((

Yes sir. Are you coming in 15 minutes?”

4C

Yea.” He grabbed the keys offthe counter.

On Monday he woke up, put on a bathrobe and cracked an egg into a bowl.
Terrifyingly and precisely at the moment the shell broke, his phone rang. Ifit wasn’t the
creditors...
“Hello?99
44

99

Do you guys do work on site?

44

What?”

I got this jewelry but I don’t wanna bring it in. Can you come here? Do you
99

even do jewelry cleaning?
99

Rust removal. He allowed a possible connection. “No.
44

99

Okay sorry.

He set it down. On the grid, he thought. A noise behind him made him turn.
Chimps screeching on the television.

Tuesday night he would miss Open Mic comedy at the Door but that was okay.
He took three pairs ofblack jeans out ofhis bottom drawer, sprinkled crushed chalk all
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over their knees and threw them in a twenty-gallon trash bag. They clumped at the
bottom like a dead cat. The whole ride over he pictured the cat’s open mouth,rigor
mortis making the outstretched tongue hard as ajawbreaker.
The streetlights shone beautifully and their slender beams guided a fixed point on
his windshield along like arms, pulling his straining Geo Metro forward, passing him off
at the last moment to the next welcoming grasp. Night rain can almost break your heart.
he thought. When you live in such a big city, anyway. He turned a comer and Zapp’s
stood there squatting in a pool offlorescence.
“Do you think you can remove this? These?” He lined the jeans up on the
counter.
She licked her thumb and drew it across a knee. The trail dissolved to black.
I think I can handle it.99

44

u

99

Well I need them done good. And quick, you know. Places to be.

She raised her eyes up fi*om the denim. “You don’t have to wait. You can come
99

back in an hour and a half.
44

I prefer to wait.” He looked behind him at the solitary plastic chair by the door.
44

You got any magazines?”
99

“No.
44

99

Why not?
44

99

Because we don’t need them.

44

What about when people wait?”
She gathered the jeans into her bosom and walked in the back.
“Nobody waits,” he heard her say over the humming machines.
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“Nobody waits,” he mimicked. The chair hurt his back and after five minutes he
was standing. The blank-faced TV posted up in the comer, watching like a child
psychiatrist.
Long ago there was a child psychiatrist, when his skinny and black-eyed mother
would take him to the clinic:
Do you like to play with the other children?
No.
Why is that?
Idon Y like it when they mess things up.
They’rejust trying to play with you.
She reemerged and began tapping her fingernails on the counter, pinky to pointer.
slow. He paced the floor. Their coupled motions triggered a fantasy in which he became
a savvy businessman dictating an illustrious business negotiation to his diligent and
attractive (in a professional sense)secretary, whose fingers bounced furiously on her
keyboard. Brilliant! He could almost hear her astonished whispers at his skill in closing a
deal, falling in love,throwing modesty out the four story window, unabashed in her
praise. She wore a perfectly tailored red skirt without so much as a loose stitch, and his
black denim could reflect a man’s face like onyx.
44

I could turn the TV on,” she said.

He looked up. “Does it work?
44

Sometimes.

It didn’t.
>»

tt

What a piece ofshit. Mike won’t get a new one.
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“Your brother?yy
“Yea.yy
“Where’s he?»
Her eyes narrowed. “Why do you care?”
Forty-five minutes later he was watching the rain outside. A vibrant midi techno
exploded on the table behind him. He heard her groan.
yy

“Hello? Hello....” She waited. “Dan?
Who the hell was Dan?
“That’s weird.>»
What?” He turned to face her.
“Must have been a screen call.yy

He nodded. There was a lull. He always wanted a cell phone after seeing
businessmen walk down the sidewalk, shouting into little boxes, someone on the other
end listening. They could store numbers. He didn’t know what numbers he would store
though. Did the phones come preprogrammed with numbers to call? And then there was
the issue of money.
So uh, what do you do when you’re not zapping laundry?” He chuckled at his
own wit.
She covered her lower lip with her teeth. “The usual. I have a dog. And I like
yy

swimming.
Big dog?”
yy

Schnauzer. His name is Benny.

Is it hard to keep up your own pool?
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She laughed. “I go to the pubhc one. My own pool. Yea I’ve got a pool but I
can’t get the thirteen-inch TV to work. Some kind oflife.
That was definitely going into the Morgan File. Haunts: Public Pool. Ted smiled.
For a moment they held each other’s eyes.

When she went to retrieve hisjeans he leaned over the counter and caught sight of
a calendar tacked to the wall. It was a schedule. Sunday through Friday night.
Wednesdays off. He paid her with a ten-dollar bill bearing a number(his own)written in
blue ink on the bottom right comer. She didn’t notice.
He left a purple flyer on her windshield encouraging vigilantes to “STOP animal
violence” with a 24/7 hotline to call if you suspected abuse ofany neighborhood pet.
That ni^t he dreamed a chimpanzee was dictating a letter to a jaguar confirming
an order often thousand brass cymbals.

At home the Morgan File grew. The dog threw him for a loop, but surely he’d be
happy with some peanut butter treats. Dan,on the other hand, would not. He decided to
redirect her attention fi-om animal abuse to relational abuse and opened Kinko’s at
7:58AM. The elderly lady that helped him melted.
64

Helping battered women speak out is one ofthe most noble causes a man your
>9

age could take up.
He was annoyed. “Yea, well Ijust need ten ofthem.
“Don’t discoimt yourself. Ten copies?”
“No,ten different flyers trying to end domestic violence. You know,just ten
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different ways ofsaying the same thing.
Of course. Proofs. Do you work with an organization?”
99

He yawned. “Yea. It’s a small firm you’ve never heard of.
WADA?”
“No.”D
Jimmy’s House?”
“No.99
Our Lady of Constant
99
«(
Look, you’ve never heard ofit cause Ijust started it, okay? It’s a new venture.
99

He felt a little spark ofentertainment. “It’s a shoot offofthe ASPCA.
Well,” she said, turning her monitor around for him to check out her design,
“that is simply wonderful.” She paused. “Why do you want them all with different
99

names?

99

It makes the support base look more diverse.
She smiled, the papery creases ofher mouth multiplying. “Men like you are what
gives girls hope.” She put her hand over his, vulnerably resting on the counter. “Tell you
99

what,this one’s on Kinko’s.
«4

Well,/w^/*cz,” he said, sliding his hand back a little. The contact had startled

him.
When she gave him the still warm-jfrom-the-press flyers there was a check on top
ofthem for twenty dollars.
44

You can fill it out yourself, whenever you decide on the official name.” Her

cheeks blushed.
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On the way home he voiced an angel and demon dialogue on the ethics ofcashing
the check.
It 7/ unbalance her checkbook. That"s a headache worth twenty dollars to avoid.
She *s giving it to a charity, not an eligible bachelor.
It"s a tax write offanyway. He needs the money. Have you seen the bill stack?
The water could go out on Monday.
The water*s always out in Hell.

He stashed the check in the Morgan File. Using her work schedule he drew up a
hypothetical sleep and leismre routine. Wednesday was the x-factor. He wrote
“Wednesday = X” and circled it. She gets off at 6AM,probably has some sort of meal, a
breakfast/dinner, a brupper(he laughed as he wrote the word), feeds Benny, and goes for
a morning swim around 8? Or watches the news until 9,falls asleep, wakes up at
4:30PM, makes breakfast(he avoided another tempting go at a combination), cleans up a
little bit, does whatever normal women do from 8-10AM,and then swims at dusk, the
oozing orange sun drenching her skin with a molten glow. Yes, ne thought, that was
probably it. And Dan did whatever he did, hopefully neglecting her to the point of
frustration. Maybe after her breakfast she journals about how much she wishes
somebody would save her from Dan’s abusive behavior.
He closed the file, allowing himselfto trace the rubbery stencil letters of Morgan
only once. There was an orange peel on his Formica desk and he let it stay there,
shriveling in its mere day without a fruity core. Pathetic, he thought. He walked to the
refiigerator and got a cola and placed it on his counter, waiting for it to sweat.
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Sweat, like the prom night, before he switched to the front seat with the driver.
Before the other fellow took over.
Maybe we should stop.
Why? His date’s voice raspy from cigarettes.
Well...what ifone ofus gets hurt?
Come on pansy. Geez.
It was sweating good. He popped the tab and stowed it in an old pickle jar. Last
coxmt he had 792. When he had a thousand, he was told, they could be deposited for up
to ten dollars. Vincent the comer store clerk had said this. He normally didn’t trust
Vincent. Still, they looked cozy in their glass receptacle.
The phone rang.
“Hello?”
“Hey, uh, this is Stacy Morgan,I live at 457 Branwick Drive, and I think my
neighbor abuses his cocker spaniel really bad.”
He tried to think how the 911 dispatchers talked. “Okay Ma’am. Calm down.
Are you in a place where you can talk?”
There was a brief silence. “Yea,I’m in my den. I’m just watching TV. It’s not
an emergency or anything, I wasjust thinking about it and that dog doesn’t look right.”
He slapped his cheek.
“Do you guys do home investigations or an54hing? Do you have to catch the
person red-handed? I was thinking it would be best if you came over here.”
The devil and the angel roused.
Imagine the inside ofher house. What's in her medicine cabinet?
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Don V listen to him. You need to call a real animal rights agency.
“I’m sorry. Did you say dog?”
“Yea. It’s a cocker spaniel.” Ifshe wasn’t holding the receiver inside ofher
mouth then she was smacking gum imbelievably loud.
“We only do cats. Call the pound.” He hung up.
So definitely news at 9AM,sleep, then swim. He unpacked some boxes in the
closet and fetched a pair ofswim shorts. Oh,and shades, he thought,they always have
shades on in the movies. He looked in the kitchen table’s little utensil drawer and got out
a pair he’d picked up at a radio promotional kiosk in the mall. 95.1 HoiFM. They were
neon. Sometimes the sun came and annoyed him during breakfast. He thought it rather
ingenuitive.

At 5:15pm, Wednesday, he parked himselfin a stretchy plastic pool chair wearing
neon sunglasses and rust red swim shorts, sunscreenless and without the slightest desire
to take a dip. She never came. At 7:30 he lowered his legs in, folded his torso over the
concrete lip, and peed in the pool. The warmth in the cold reminded him ofcopper pipes
m snow.

That night he woke up in a bolt ofinspiration, dressed, and drove to Zapp’s. This
time he wiped a drop ofketchup on the neck ofa t-shirt.
“Can you get it?” he asked.
Mike nodded, picking at it with his fingernail. “Oh yea. No problem.”
He sat.
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“Can I ask why you need this done at two in the morning?”
He looked out the window,letting offthat he was scanning the parking lot, and
said, “Let’s just say that ain’t my wife’s lipstick.”
99

Mike giggled. Then he started laughing in earnest. “You! You’re a smart man!
He raised his eyebrows. “Hey-can I ask you something?”
Mike smiled.
99

“You got any magazines?
This sent him into another fit. “What,uh, are you looking for? I don’t have any
ofthose type! My sister works here too you know.”
»

He nodded,smiling. “I got you. Here were the old schemers,laughing over
beers. The cronies! Just like a movie. “Don’t want your sister’s boyfiiend coming in
9>

here and getting wrong ideas in the dryer room.
((

Ahh - don’t have to worry about him.” Mike eyed him like they were in

cahoots. He lowered his voice. “Tmth is...I think he’s gay.”
The comedy...it was intoxicating. He paced and laughed and stuck another oneliner in and the pair squealed together like schoolgirls. They came up with morejokes
about Dan than there are about men walking into bars.
“The best part,” Mike said, holding up a hand,“is the guy’s some Justice’s dimwit son. He gets pushed around by every police precinct in town like a retarded kid gets
pushed around grades. And he has no idea, the guy!”
99

The inspector at last. He settled down. “What do they got him doing now?
Mike took a breath. Oh,who knows. Stacy tells me he works on bottom ofthe
barrel stuff- you know,the real cold cases. Jots little notes down on sticky paper and
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leaves them all over the house. Clues. He waved it off. “Weird guy. But you know
Stacy, she’s not all that picky. She just wants someone to keep aroimd.”
Then only the busy machines in the back made any noise and they waited. The
rain had let up and pools like scattered mirrors dotted the pavement outside.

On his way back he paid 457 Branwick Drive a visit and dropped offone ofthe
Kinko flyers. Maybe he doesn’t communicate well with her, he thought. Maybe he’s an
enigma. He wondered if his movie was taking a psychological turn. He never liked
Silence ofthe Lambs.

He fell asleep in the predawn and dreamed ofan anthill with a thousand black
specs swarming all over it. He held a two-gallon aluminum container over it, letting clear
vapory liquid spill out the nozzle and onto the frantic ants.

In the afternoon his car wouldn’t start. It was conspiring against his plans. It had
gathered up its sludgy insides all morning and deposited them between the pistons.
“Well,” he said to his steering wheel,“we’ll see about this.”
There was nothing to see. He didn’t know anything about engines anyway.
Waylaid at his kitchen table, he read a National Geographic and ate toast. Today,
at least, he’d have time to pour over his file and come up with some new schemes. He
had to admit that it was moving slower than he would like. It seemed really more like
getting to know someone,not stalking them.
The phone rang.
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46

Ominous,” he told the toaster. It didn’t respond.
99

44

Hello?

44

Is this, uh,” he heard paper crumpling. “No More, with an exclamation point at

the end ofthat?”
44

How can I help you, ma’am?”

44

I don’t know ifl can talk about it... you know,on the phone.” She sniffled. He

could hear the click ofher nails on a hard surface.
44

Okay, Ma’am. Calm down.” He froze. Shit, Is the man in your life a husband

44

I
I

I

or a boyfriend or a family member,like... a brother?” He cringed.
99

“Yes.
44

Which one ofthose?”

44

I told you I can’t talk about it,” her voice was even, slightly annoyed,“on the

phone. Do you guys do home visits or an)^thing?”
He was a stalker, not a support group. Still, it could be fruitful. “What time are
99

you available?
»>

c<

Is 8 tonight okay? I have work at ten, you know,nightshifl.
»»

44

I’ll be there.

99

44

Oh thank you.

44

99

Goodbye.

44

99

44

Wait,” she said. I never told you my address.
99

44

He clinched his fist. Ah yes. I’m sorry, I got ahead of myself. And you live?
The line went dead.
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Taking CityBus 12 he was able to get to the bank downtown. The clerk eyed his
notebook. He filled the check out to himself and signed the back. She handed him a
crisp twenty.
cc

>y

Oh,could I get it in fives?

It was going towards the ri^t cause, he assured the angel. She wanted it to help
battered women. This woman had a stalker after her for goodness sakes.
Back home he took a shower and greased his hair. He tucked his shirt into his
black jeans, the jeans she’d lovingly washed, the veryjeans her tongue had touched by
way ofthe transitive property- Stalkers always tucked their shirts in. It was a matter of
presentation. He dug up his bus map,circled the Rentook stop, and called to arrange a
taxi pick up fi-om there. At TPM he walked back to the bus stop, waited eleven minutes,
got Citybus 22 to another stop, waited eight minutes, and took Citybus 15 to Rentook,
which, by his calculations, was the closest he could get to 457 Branwick Drive using
public transportation. He waived at the idling taxi.
99

Did they tell you where to go? It’s 457 Branwick Drive.
44

I know,” said the man.

99

64

And plus, you just told me.

The man was not a very

amicable taxi driver. He’d imagined more of a kindly old foreigner.
44

Okay, well.” They proceeded.

At Stacy’s he counted three ofthe bankhard fives over the middle console and
into the man’s palm.
44

99

You don’t have change do you?

The lock pins clicked up. He got out.
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99

Do they normally send only one of ya?
Oh, yea. Well it’s just that we’re so

He looked behind him. The taxi was gone.

understaffed.” He smiled. “Can I come in. Miss Morgan?”
99

‘Tlease, call me Stacy. And yes, please, welcome.
As she led him into the kitchen (small,four ring stove, no dishwasher,two
windows facing west, possible entry through oversize doggie door), she turned around.
Do you ever come into Zapp’s Cleaners, um,” she paused.
99

Ted.

The sound of his own name... it was blimter than he remembered. Such a

hardT.
99

“Ted,sorry it’s sort ofrandom.
99

Is that, uh, downtown? The 24 hour place?
She nodded. “Yea,” she said slowly.
99

“Yea,I’ve been in there, I think.
She pointed to his jeans,

Those jeans, I think I washed them. Some chalk or

something on them. Those black fucking jeans. Am I crazy?”
64

“No, you very well could have!” Too enthusiastic.

It’s possible, anyway,” he

said.
She wagged her finger at them, I remember you. Anyway, make yourself
99

comfortable in the den there. I’ll make some coffee. I’ve got beer too if you want.
99

Maybe an alcohol abuser, he thought. “Coffee is great,

He fiddled with a brass

66

elephant on a side stand. Under it was a sticky note that said.

1994 — man accosted.

99

Denver.

She brought him a mug and then sat down to his right. They stared at each other.
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So do Ijust start unloading myselfon you or what?” she asked.
Oh,no no,Fd just like to know a few things about yourselfbefore we get
started.” He clasped his hands. “To help you find a support group. And for profiling
purposes.
cc

Where should I begin? Broken homes? Abusive what-nots?”

Her flippancy almost annoyed him,but at the last second it made his heart melt
»»

molteny and lava-like. Just start by telling me about yourjob, daily habits, et cetera.
She did. They weren’t interesting except for the fact that everythmg she disclosed
was perfectly admissible to the Morgan File. Onejob, nine bucks an hour, doesn’t eat
eggs, won’t touch tin foil or any other malleable metals, swims,boyfiiend’s name is Dan.
And it’s here that the problem begins.” He tapped his pen on his legal pad.
44

Well...no.

«

Yes?”
»>

She cocked her head. “No.

Oh.»»

((

They continued talking for another ten minutes about nothing. Ants began
crawling in between his tucked shirt and jeans, as ifshe was the counselor and he the
impatient confessor. He wanted to stay on track.
44

So Ted, did your mother get abused by your pops or something?” she asked.

44

Are we talking about me or you?”
99

44

She did, didn’t she. Was he a real bastard?

He put his empty coffee cup down.
44

Cigarette?” She pulled out a sofl-pack and lighter firom her pocket. She held
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one out in her palm like a coin. He took it. They smoked together.
>»

tc

Let me ask you something. How’d you know my address?

He recrossed his legs. “Let me ask you something. How could an auto-mst
removal company possibly be related to cleaning jewelry? What would they do, drop
your rings in some antifreeze?”
>»

She nodded. “Fair enough.
»»

Okay.

Okay. Next question. More ofa statement, really. You don’t work for a
99

domestic abuse agency.
He considered asking what that entailed. Because technically he had not only a
poster and a single agent, but also a contributor in good faith. He let it go. “And you
99

aren’t a victim ofdomestic abuse.
She nodded.

So I guess the real question is -”and he was going to make his triumphant, earth
shattering declaration, the one with the cascading laundry.
Why did I call?”
99

99

He froze. “Uh, well no. He laughed. “Well yes, why did you call?
She shrugged. “I saw you put that rust whatever flyer on my windshield. I was
watching between the blinds.” She pointed to the window looking out onto the front
yard.
Oh,” he said.
And so I thought I’d play along. I’m not super busy, and maybe I’d get my
bracelet looking more sparkly.” She held out her wrist for him to examine. “And then the
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animal violence thing looked basically the exact same, with the computer font and all,
and I never get flyers on my windshield so I figured it must be you again.
99

“Does your neighbor really kick his dog?
She laughed. “I mean,I don’t know. It’s probablyjust retarded firom years of
99

living with him. Mike, my brother... he’s an idiot.
99

44

Oh that’s Mike’s house. Okay. Ha.

44

Cats only, though?” Shefirowned. “Why’d you say that? Doesn’t really make

sense.99
He unclasped his hands, raised them like a preacher and took a breath. “You
99

see...” he stopped. He let his hands down. “I got nervous. Besides,I hate dogs.
99
44

Right. But then with the No More! campaign you took a plimge.

44

99

Yea.

44

Why?” She sat Indian style on the couch and faced him.

99
It’s just so lame. I don’t know what to say. He looked down.

44

She put her hand on his shoulder. “It’s okay,Ted. It’s because you thought I
might really be in trouble, isn’t it?” She patted him. “You thought I was calling for real
and that I thought you were somebody that could help me. And you came even though I
99
hung up on you. Her hand slid off.

He nodded.
it

Well, maybe you are somebody that can help me,” she said, and she smiled at
99

him. “Maybe I can help you.
“You think?” he said.
44

99

We can try.
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Swamp Burning

The nutria will swim on their backs like beavers but they are not beavers and they
are not from Louisiana. Somebody brought them over from South America in the 1930’s.
Somebody thought the nutria might make a good fur trade. Theyjust kill swamps,turns
out.
Pete hunted them for money. The state started giving people six dollars a tail in
1991 and he like many others took his Winchester .22 offthe rack and oiled it and bought
eight bricks ofcheap bullets. He drove out to Mr. McHhenney’s property, the land he
managed for the fifth generation Tabasco heir. And this one time when I was sixteen,
Pete told me I was old enough and invited me.
We got up while the frogs were still croaking outside in their dark, wet hiding
places, in low dips where rainwater collected. Pete shook my shoulder and began
cooking eggs and boudin in the kitchen while I dressed. He wore his green morning
glasses. We crossed ourselves at the table. We ate silently. I stuck the rifles on the
floorboards ofthe truck and made sure we had enough bullets. Then I drove us out, the
only set of headlights for miles. There is no better smell than was the smell inside of
Pete’s truck on a spring morning with the windows cracked, smell of vinyl and damp air
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and gun oil. When we passed St. Mary’s we crossed ourselves and I prayed that we
would make some money. I wanted to buy my own truck that summer.
We picked up Pete’s friends, Davie and Lee and Jim. They worked on the
offshore platform with Pete: one month on, one month off. They were uncles ofsome
sort, uncles or cousins or a combination ofthe two whose precision has been lost over the
years. They each had beards trimmed a different way. Lee’s was full and red. “That’s
how we know he ain’t Acadian, he’s Irish,” Pete said. He was the youngest ofthem.
Davie shaved his sides but left a gray goatee. Jim had a salt and pepper mustache. They
were like progressions ofa Gillette commercial. I had begun shaving my face that
winter, secretly, stealing one ofPete’s Bic disposables and using bath soap for cream.
With all the men and the guns and the bullets and our lunch bags, we fit snug in
the truck. Twenty minutes later we pulled in the shed where Mr. McDhenney kept his fan
boat, and unlocked the shed, and hooked the trailer to the hitch. Pete got out shouted
directions through the window,waving me back. I was still learning to back a trailer
down a ramp.
‘Left. More Left now!” he said. Holdup. Straighten back up now. That’s it.
Beau.
I normally loved getting Pete riled up,ignoring his directions. That day I
wouldn’t have dared. When he got riled up he stamped his foot like a buck deer.
Once the fan got spinning the silence evaporated and we yelled ourselves hoarse
the rest ofthe day. Pete drove the boat out. The swamp is part land and part water, a
purgatory of Louisiana’s own. That’s why you had to have a fan boat, so as to shde over
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both. We took a long stream ofwater to the middle ofthe land, to where trees thin out
and there is this brackish, water and hay clump smattering.
‘This is where they is,” Pete said, slowing.
Davie was our bullet keeper since he was the oldest and the least clumsy. I might
drop a brick in the water,Pete said. He started handing out palmfuls ofbullets to us and
we stuck them in our vest pockets and loaded our magazines. My forehead was hot
because I was nervous.
'You get up at point,” Pete told me,nodding toward the bow ofthe boat. “That
way you won’t shoot us.”
“Where am I gonna sit?” I said.
“Just take a knee.”
Davie and Lee and Jim all had bench seats behind me. The aluminum cold seeped
through my thin camouflaged pants. We began our himt.
It worked like a corral. Pete got the boat going in circles in the places where there
was more weed than water, and that made all the nutria run out oftheir nests to the pools.
And once they were in the pools it was exactly shooting fish in a bucket. They swam on
their backs,forming a small v ofa wake, and you popped them at the tip ofthe v. You
had to lead them a little with the barrel. Lee was not a very good shot.
“Lee you gotta get‘em quick now. Don’t wait, they got places to be,” Pete said.
I was not a very good shot either but it was because every time the boat ramped
up on a patch ofreedy ground,I would be sent up in the air a second and bump my gun. I
think that must have been Pete’s purposeful doing because we hit an inordinate amount of
those patches, and always as we picked up speed.
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When we hit the nutria they floated up and Pete swung around and we bobbed
them out ofthe water by their tail. We each had our own shears and clipped their tails off
and dropped them back into the swamp. We brought a roll ofblack plastic bags and put
the tails in a bag. Inside a filled bag it looked like a mess ofthick, oiled hairs plucked
from a giant, blood at their roots. Sometimes we reached for their tails and saw that they
were already gone, which made Pete sad, because it meant we hadn’t really got them the
first time around. I was also sad but it was because it must be very painful to lose your
tail, not like a blue skink’s tail, which comes right off. But like getting a leg severed.
When you shot they barked a small, stressed dog’s bark.
“I didn’t know a man could have so much land,” I said. “Or water.”
Pete nodded. He must have known every pool in the thousands of acres. They
must have been mapped in his mind over the forty years he managed it, parts still as they
looked in the seventies or eighties, memories of different, younger land meshed with the
images ofthose now.
After an hour and a half we turned the fan offand ate ham and mayonnaise
sandwiches for lunch. I didn’t like white bread and mayonnaise, how it formed a paste
between your teeth. It was okay.
“I think we’ve hunted enough,” Pete said, finishing and wiping his mouth.
I was startled. I wanted as many six-dollar tails as the sun would allow. I wanted
my truck money.
‘Why?” I said.
Pete looked at Davie and Lee and Jim.
We got all afternoon,” I said.
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“We came here for another reason too,” Pete said.
“You getting old enough now,” Lee said. ‘To know some family business.”
I looked at our seven bags oftails.
“What? Wejust got maybe a couple hundred,” I said, trying not to sound whiny.
Davie looked out across the water, watching a lone nutria make his slow v across
a pool fifty yards away. Jim thumbed the sight ofhis rifle down. I could feel something
dropping in my stomach.
Pete took offhis sunglasses. “I’m gonna show you a place we built, your uncles
and me. On the condition that you are a man,and a family man,and a keeps to himself
man.
He cranked the fan. We weaved through treed areas and open areas and slid
deeper into a heart ofsomething I knew nothing of I shot at nutria that scrambled out of
the tiny islands ofhay, but Pete kept his course. The other men rode with their guns in
their laps. Ten minutes later, when my magazine was empty and I was leaning against
the aluminum side, we approached a different consistency ofland. Coming out of a line
oftrees in knee-deep water, the swamp organized: the growth wasn’t rotting yellow
haystands in water anymore,but raised rows ofleafy, amber-green crops. It wasn’t a
swamp at all. It was something foreign.
I turned to face Pete. He slowed the boat.
“We built these fields a few years back,” he said. “Just before we bought the new
house.
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I looked at the expanse, about an acre ofplants,the three rows furthest left as high
as our boat. The rest were cut close to the earth. The smell ofbrackish water and rot was
overpowered with a sweet, tar-like smell.
“We gotta harvest these last rows.”
Pete turned the fan offand we got out ofthe boat onto dry land. Pete showed me
how to cut the stalks and separate out the grape-clumps ofbuds into bags. Davie and Lee
and Jim went to work immediately, with careful hands, easing down the row. It looked
like a nineteenth century scene with the colors all switched, psychedelic; white skiimed
forms picked green bulbs into black plastic sacks. Pete spoke in a voice in which he
didn’t usually speak, an older man’s voice, one patient and gentle. I felt like a child
again, like when he showed me how to open a crawfish, how to break its tail over its back
and slid it loose, how to flay back the shell for the meat. Soon I knew what to look for.
My nerves settled and I lost track of my surroundings, studying the individual plants. My
fingers gained dexterity. Pete smiled.
“Nothing to it, really,” he said. “You’ll get it.”
He left me to myself and began catching up with the others. As the bags filled we
put them in the big, empty, live bait hollows in the benches ofthe boat. I thought of
trucks, ofhow many bags might buy one. By the mid-aflemoon heat ofthe day, we were
finished. Pete wiped his brow. I sat back on my boot heels.
“So we’re done here,” Davie said. “I mean, all’s done.”
Pete took some Chili’s matchbooks from his pocket. “Almost. Wejust raze it
now.
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He handed us books and told us to spread out starting in the far comer,downwind
ofthe boat. We worked our way backwards in a straight line, lighting matches and
crouching, holding them to the shorn plants, letting them catch and the wind make them
sparkle. Soon we had layers of walled fire, something that would terrify you if you
weren’t the author ofit. We made sure to keep pace with the smoke,lighting and
throwing away and lighting and stepping back. We were sowers offlame, heady with
spreading destraction. Ihe fire kept within the field, moated on the outskirts.
We took no time in watching it die out. The fan blades began their violent swing
and we left with the last payload of grass under our asses.

Mr. Mcllhenney was waiting at the access ramp,in gator skin boots and a cowboy
hat with a corded silver band. He was taller than any of us.
“You boys had a round up today,” he said, looking at his watch.
Dread seeped over me like a crushed egg,the yolk ofit sliding quick down my
spine. I called him Pops since I couldn’t pronounce his name as a child. I thought of my
picture with him at the Houston Rodeo,seven years old, holding up the lasso he bought
me.
“Yes sir,” Pete said. “We got a fair amount. Showing Beau the ropes.”
He nodded, noting me. “You didn’t shoot nobody then I guess,” he said.
I shook my head,climbing out ofthe boat with my rifle.
“That thing unloaded?” he asked.
I nodded. Myjaw was a snapped bear trap.
How many did you pop?”
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I looked at the black mass ofbagged tails. “Me myself?” I said. I managed to
»»

think ofsomething reasonable. ‘Maybe thirty.
c«

I don’t know that,” Lee said.

Mr. Mcllhenney helped us carry the bags to the track. I backed the trailer down
and pulled the boat out ofthe water like a beast rearing up,its slick sides dripping with
the swamp.
We circled up around the hood, holding our rifles by the small ofthe stock,
pointing groundsward. My head swam.
4C

Pete, I’ll call you Monday to talk some business. How’s Mrs. Rosie?”
99
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She’s good,” Pete said. “When I’m on shore, so it goes.
99

44

Yes,I know she loves having you home.
99

44

Don’t know why,” Pete said, laughing. “Nag me every time I step a foot.
99

44

You staying out oftrouble Beau?

44

All I can stay outta,” I said.

Lee spat. Jim crossed his arms.
44

Say, you boys smell sometliing weird,” Mr. Mcllhenney said. He turned to Pete.
99

44

What is that?
44

Pops,” I said.

44

We better get on now,” Pete said.

44

What’s that. Beau?” he said, folding his hands. Nobody spoke.

I think I got/think out before Davie shot me. The shot that ended my business
with the family, broken off like an old wire message tripped in mid sentence. They live
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without reference to me now,a failed, foreign experiment. I am not invited to hunt with
them anymore.
So Davie shot and I dropped to the dirt, grasping my foot and feeling warmth
pulsing out ofit. There was some shouting. Pete picked me up and carried me over his
shoulder like a garbage bag,the rest in tow,asking me questions. Mr. McHhenney ran
ahead to the big house.
Then Pete whispered, rough and hot into the cup of my ear,“Get the keys out and
yy

drop ‘em.
I pulled them from my pocket and let them fall.
You’re gonna be okay,” he said.
At the house Mr. McHhenney had me lay on the couch.
Doctor’s on his way,” he said. He applied pressure to my foot with a cotton rag.
I tried to breathe steady. Pete paced.
I sent them on to get Rosie,” Pete said.
Mr. Mcllhenney’s cheeks burned. “That’s why you always unload first,” he said.
This is dangerous stuff, things can go off without you thinking.”
Fve learned that,” Pete said.
He turned to look out the window onto the land. And he thought, I know now,of
how you cannot trust even your own blood.
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Lonely Just Like Me

It was, he decided then and there, the windiest day ofthe year. Hats flew off
heads, newspapers and magazines on stands ruffled passionately, and the American flag
atop the courthouse could have been in a commercial it looked so good. Not the day for
golfing or Frisbee. Not the day to get your hair done if you were an old lady.
But for a middle-aged, balding, hatless, and disinclined towards outdoor sports
banker, it had a nice feeling. It felt like it used to feel when his father would take their
1958 Pontiac Parisienne Sports Convertible out for a Saturday drive, like the air that
rushed against his hairless cheeks and arms and the sun without heat.
Great day to be selling windbreakers,” he told the man selling umbrellas at a
street stand. He loved giving advice. He loved Lucy’s nickel advice stand in Peanuts.
Out ofthe city, home in the suburbs, the lights were out.
Megan?” he said. “Grace?”
There was a box ofice cream on the coffee table, halfeaten and melted to foamy
wash. A spoon leaned to one ofthe comers.
Come on,” he said. “How many times.
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She loved Neapolitan. It was one ofthe first preferences his daughter had shown.
He would take her to the ice cream shop and she would try the different ones with the
miniature plastic spoons they give you, but she never got anything else. Lately she’d
eaten a lot ofit. Excess weight wasn’t a problem in their family but he’d read about how
it could creep in. His wife Megan had nothing to say about it.
“She has a great figure, and it’s low fat anyway,” she’d said.
Is not,” he’d said.
He unholstered his Blackberry and called her.
“Hey honey.
'Where are you guys?” he asked.
46

We’re picking up take out. Golden City.”

She could be doing any one ofthree things. Actually getting take out was an
option. She could be at Neiman Marcus spending his money on clothes that she will
never wear and most likely didn’t have any intention of wearing. Money that they really
didn’t have. Or she could be cheating on him, emotionally, with the guy that taught her
Pilates class. He knew they met for coffee. She told him. Ifit was the third option then
their daughter would be at her fiiend Julie’s. He scrolled down to their number.
“Michelle. Is my daughter at your house?”
44

How are you, Vince?”

Julie’s mother was single. She was also a client.
'Fine. Is Grace over there with Julie?'
‘Well Julie’s in Florida with her father. I’ve got the house to myself. I’m afiraid.
‘Thanks anyways,” he said.
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‘Bye Vince.
Like Grace had reminded him a thousand times a week,it would be convenient
for her to have a cell phone. Still, fourteen? Too young. All kinds oftrouble even
without one. He had gotten into plenty.

The three ofthem sat down and Megan began forking out lo mein and chicken.
“Not too much,” Grace said.
“Why are we eating on paper?” he asked.
“Tell me about work,” Megan said.
It must be mind numbing to sit through it every night, he thought, like listening to
baseball talk radio, numbers attached to acronyms, SHO,IP,ERA,SO. She couldn’t
possibly keep up. But he did it because she asked and because he remembered how it
made his own father sound at the dinner table- genius, otherworldly, calm as fog on a
pond. He also sensed her confusion and it thrilled him, because he was confused as to
what she did all day as well, at home for hours at a time, awake. This time he chose to
talk about mortgage protections schemes, or simply MPS,and how the government might
become increasingly involved in them.
“What does it all add up to?” she asked.
Grace helped herself to a second portion. Outside the window their young
Japanese maple shuddered with the wind. He noticed the neighbor’s realty sign had
blown over.
Reeses going to sell or what?” he said.
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But the girls were talking among themselves now and he didn’t turn from the
window.
“They’re asking too much,” he said, and left it at that.

After he loaded the dishes he watched the TV from the doorframe, or more
watched his child watch the TV. She looked so gentle, like she was only the laimdrysoftened clothes she wore, sitting Indian style on the couch. Maybe he would get her a
phone after all. He could call her when she was out and she’d have to answer. He could
cancel it anytime.
“Do you have homework?” he asked, soft, not prodding.
“Nope.”

She didn’t turn. At a commercial break she left and went to the hallway
bathroom. The copper pipes inside the wall began to moan. He took a nylon leash off
the hooks by the door and walked outside to his backyard.
“Buddy,” he said.
Their rat terrier was the only dog that never enjoyed a walk. Vince knew he was
hiding in the doghouse, paws out like the Sphinx, eyes watching the arched opening. The
dog had as much paperwork as he did. He squatted in their grass and reached his hand
inside the doggie door.
“Come on.Buddy.”
He thumbed the dog’s collar and pulled. The dog emerged sitting back on his
hind legs, letting them drag across the yard.
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The sun hung low in between their neighbor’s trees and the sky looked like swirls
of carnival cotton candy.
He’d only been to the fairgrounds once, when his mother was out oftown and his
father wanted to see a heavyweight fight they’d advertised on a flier in the mail. They
lived in the coimtry. His heart beat hard when he saw the lights and the machines. The
cotton candy was a bribe.
“Don’t tell your mother about this.” His father had seemed very serious, Or I’ll
make you go and scrub Aunt Lacey’s toilets. I bet they got green gunk hanging ail
aroimd the sides.'
But he was good at keeping secrets. And the cotton candy dissolved in his mouth
tacky and sweet, sealing his hps. When his mother asked what they did when she got
back, he said,“Yard work.” She kissed his cheek. Then she kissed his father on the lips.

They had a walking pattern even Buddy knew and he trotted at Vince’s side,
begrudgingly, like a child’s rented birthday pony trotting around a gated circle.
You should like this,” he told the dog. “Grinch.”
The pattern included a pass by the Christopher’s: Michelle and Jufie’s house.
Their fi-ont yard had been flamingoed. So she was forty. Most oftheir elegant, hollow
forms laid sideways in the grass. Her door opened.
Vince,” she said.
He stopped.
Oh,just out walking Buddy.
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She was wearing a kimono, or some silk bathrobe, and duck boots too big for her
feet. They must be her ex-husband’s, he thought. She came off her porch and down the
sidewalk.
I need to check my mailbox.” She smiled. “Did you see my flamingoes?”
He gave them a survey.
Happy birthday.
“Thank you. Denise did it. You know her. She’s always out making trouble. I
just can’t deal with all her trouble sometimes. She laughed. “Not at this age.”
The wind whipped up and the kimono flap slipped from its cinch and drew across
her chest in a gust. For the first time in some time he saw a woman’s bare breast.
Good God,” she said, yanking it back.
ci

Oh,” he said.

Wind.
She turned to her yard, as ifto watch the flamingoes. Buddy began to pee on her
mailbox post. Vince opened the box and pulled out a few letters and a Pottery Bam
catalogue. He tapped her shoulder.
“Here’s your mail.”
“Thank you, Vince,” she said. “Gentleman you are.”
She began to pick up the flamingoes and set them upright on their perches. He
helped, there weren’t many. He didn’t know ifit would be more or less depressing to
have many. More, he guessed.
46

I better get off,” he said. He nodded at Buddy.
Stop by again. Call beforehand and I can have a pot ofcoffee made.”
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There wasn’t much to say after seeing a woman’s bare breast. He decided to cut
the route short and return home. On the walk he imagined that they might have sex. If
he might call her.

At home Grace was talking on the home phone to a boy, he guessed, cradling the
receiver in the cup ofher shoulder on the couch, painting her toenails black or plum.
Colors of bruises. She laughed too much. He waited in the hallway to catch a name.
“Brian,” she said. “Stop it, it’s not funny,” stifling her laugh.
He wondered if dark nail polish had a conrelation with sexual activity. It could be
why she wanted a cell phone. Like the Dateline Feature, the dirty pictures teenagers sent
each other.
“Megan,” he called.
“She’s out,” said Grace turning, holding her hand over the mouthpiece, still
smiling from one ofBrian’s quips. She was so pretty and girls seemed to die over her
hair and ifshe didn’t stutter he might be really scared ofthe boys. He didn’t hear it so
much anymore, his mind glossed over her s’s and t’s and k’s for her, like a surgeon
closing up a wound with stitches. Ifonly she hadn’t hated the speech therapists so much.
He couldn’t imagine wanting to talk to her for extended periods oftime on the phone,
like this Brian. Ofcourse she wouldn’t stutter in a text. She could type as many T-words
as she wanted.
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The next day was a Saturday. He’d planned to go in to work but then he told
himself he would try to spend the day with his daughter. But he woke up to find the
house empty. A note on the kitchen counter read,
Back around noon.., M.
There was no point in having coffee all by his lonesome. So he showered and
shaved and rang up Michelle.
“I’m so glad you called, Vince.
“You don’t have any French Vanilla creamer over there do you?”
99

“No.

99

You should. I’ll bring my own.
99

44

Fabulous. What’s Megan up to? She not like coffee?
44

99

She does. She’s just out for a while.
44

Sounds like a date,” she said, and laughed.
Silence.
44

Are you coming over?” she asked.
44

99

Yes.

Megan was having coffee with Gerald. They were always back around noon.
Outside the morning sky had opened a bluish gray, like a great shooting marble.
Trees broke it up. When he pulled in to the Christopher’s driveway the flamingoes were
already gone. He picked up her newspaper. The headlines read Windy Day Keeps Windy
City Honest.
44

Look at you, your hands are already full and you’re not even half way in the

house,” she said, ushering him in, taking the newspaper and bottle ofcreamer fi'om him.
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Your flamingoes flew away.

“They came and got them early this morning. Sad to see them go!” she said.
making a pouty face.
She told him to make himself at home and disappeared into the kitchen,returning
with two mugs. Normally her hair was straight and down,but this morning she had left it
curly and up. Wrinkles swam around her eyes and offthe comers ofher mouth.
They talked about their daughters’ budding hormones. He asked ifJulie had a
cell phone. She asked if Grace had a boyfriend.
44

Do you think your daughter is... or I mean to say, sexually active? Could you

tell if she was?” he asked.
She put her hand to her mouth,laughing.
44

I hope not any more than I’ve been,” she said.

44

I read some statistics about it.

44

What’d they say?”

44

I don’t know.

She took a sip. He didn’t know the next step. He felt eerie, how he always felt in
strange houses. As if neither ofthem owned it, they were just there, with other people’s
things strevm about, like newly adopted children.
44

I don’t think I’ve gotten a tour ofthis house,” he said.

They went to the bedroom. On the wall hung a picture ofthe three ofthem, her
once-was family. They were skiing.
It’s been a while,” she said, sitting on the bed and sliding off her slippers.
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Without clothes she seemed frail and stark, like winter woods. He drew his
fingers down her chest and then held her waist. She breathed on his neck, unsteady.
C4

I don’t know,” she said.

Huh?
She pushed him back and looked at a spot over his shoulder.
I don’t know.yy
(4

yy

Are you going to know?

yy
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Um,” she said. She covered her breasts with her elbows. “Maybe not.

I should go,” he said, collecting his clothes.
yy

“No,just wait. Just for a moment. Maybe.
(4

You should really make your mind up before extending an invite,” he said.
He shut the door behind him and rinsed his mug in the sink before leaving. He
walked out the kitchen door, which went through the garage. To the side, in two large
cardboard boxes, flamingoes huddled together like they might not be forgotten. As ifin
their numbers they still could stand outside in cold water,looking for brine shrimp. He
pulled one ofthem out, shaking its wiry stand untangled from the others, and stabbed it
into the grass by the driveway.
He checked his watch. 11:30. They should be home soon.

Saturday mornings when he was young his father took him on errands: to the
hardware store, to the pharmacy,to the bank with the suckers. These were the windy
convertible days. His father liked the AM stations that played Roy Orbison and Elvis.
He let Vince sit humpback on top ofthe armrest in the center ofthe seats. He drummed
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on the steering wheel in the little interludes after “Mercy” and “Wow”in “Oh Pretty
Woman. They mouthed the words together. But wait, what doIsee? She’s walking
back to me.
Did it never rain during those times? Was it the longest, least destructive drought
in Illinois? It seemed so bright back then, like the world was too wide and ripe to let the
sun go down.

They got home true to the note at noon.
Look what we did while you were sleeping all by yourself,” Megan said.
44

Got me doughnuts.

“No,” she said.

44

What’s something your daughter’s been really wanting?”

Grace was radiant. Megan beamed like a halogen bulb.
“Not uh,” he said.
44

Yes I got one!” Grace said, pulling it out ofthe plastic bag. She was a magician
with her white bunny. This was a magic bunny that could solve your problems.
Megan gauged his reaction. It was a fairly constrained one, one ofthankful
resignation. Thankful that he could blame her that their daughter had a cell phone.
Resigned because his daughter had a cell phone and sex was most likely, well,imminent.
With it she would lose the stutter that kept the boys away. She would analyze everything
breathlessly, exhaustively with her hiends. She would spread them all out like pink
plastic flamingoes, cold and searching. They would collect her on Friday nights, put her
in a box, and bring her home Saturday morning so she could sleep, sleep, imder his roof
and oblivious. They would have their own acronyms he would never understand.
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99

Her and Julie have already started texting,” Megan said. “Julie’s in Florida.
4«

I know,” he said.

44

How could you?” she asked.

44

I saw her mother. Out.99

He started to explain more, but they all stood in the foyer smiling, like a family he
used to belong to, wordless.
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Magnetic North

44

It’s safer to fly, anyway,” he told her. “Statistically.”
44

The pilots in those statistics have licenses.” She put out her cigarette. “And they
99

fly Boeings.
A single engine Cessna crop-duster was no Boeing. He’d never taken it over a
mountain range. Still, he thought, with enough fuel they could reach it.
44

99

What do we have to lose?

44

99

What’s waiting on us there?

This was the part he could never explain to her. At the end ofhis life he felt an
aching, debilitating attraction to the North Pole. Like he’d felt to her once. He kept a
brass compass in his pocket. He’d read about a town close to the Pole called Grise Fiord,
how it was the coldest inhabited settlement on earth. How its native name meant “place
that never thaws” in a not yet forgotten language. Time might slow: the sun for tireless
summer months unsetting. North of you only the icy, curved tip ofthe world.
44

Ellesmere Island. Doesn’t it touch something in you? How it sotmds...
99

mythical?
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“Unreachable. That’s what it sounds like.” She stood from the table and stepped
into the rubber boots by the door. “Your plane was built for plants, not fantasies. Come
help me.
Outside they got on their knees and pulled yams from the ground. Retirement, not
from farming but from life, was getting closer. That’s what he felt in the aches. There
was no 401k to live off. The dirt was cold and damp in his fingers,imder his nails and
wetting his knees through his jeans.
There are narwhals there. They’re the whales with the ivory tusk. Have you
seen a drawing of a unicorn ever?”
Are you scared ofdying alone?” she asked.
He shook his head.
99

“I’m scared of dying here.

She put the yams in the basket ofher held out shirt. It’d been a long time since
they’d bought new clothes. Long as he could remember.
Here where you were bom,” she said.
He sat back on his heels, pulling the compass from his pocket.
(6

Two thousand miles that way. They speak another language there. They have a
motto:‘Much in Little.999
She sat back too, taking the compass from his hand.
When?” she said. (4When are you going to quit trying to trick yourself? Is your
mind going?”
Who knew the answer? He kept looking northwards, wondering ifthe strong
magnetic pull had an effect on your mind. Ifit aligned things when you stood right on
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top of it. Spring was coming and he worried that this time his crystalline thou^t
processes might melt, to where his brain was a runny, watery mess spilling into nowhere.
44

Katie.” He pointed.
At the tip ofthe field a lone deer appeared, a button buck straying into the
clearing. They watched it until it looked up, and spotted them and ran, flashing its white
tail liigh in the air.
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Hot Lead in the Stomach

When I was young my parents would wake in the middle ofthe night and find me
nestled on the floor by the ice box. It was only during the winter. My mother said I
would get cold and walk to the kitchen and lie there because under the ice box it blew out
warm air. That's how she convinced my father to install central air - not for the heavy.
cotton-mouthed Delta summers. Because she couldn't stand the waking up and finding
me curled like a dog on the oak floor. People thought we were rich and arrogant for a
quarter century, until the Seventies when a thermostat and air conditioning went cheaper
than irrigating ten acres for one season.
We rarely turned the unit on in the summer anyway. My father worked at a large
planter's desk in a back house and we children played outside and my mother was thin as
whiskey and cold-blooded. She ran it a week every August when our grandparents
visited firom North Carolina and would sit on the porch ten minutes before swearing and
moving to the kitchen table. Her parents did not like my father and did not like our house
and did not like the South. So we summer-proofed the house that week. Then it would
rest until December, until at dusk dew would settle cold on the grass and we could see
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new fawns at the edges ofthe fields, cream spots on their backs.
It was my father who taught me to hunt and took me into the woods and wiped
thumbs of blood under my eyes. He always told me,"When you are older I will take you
to Afiica. We will kill a lion. Then you will think deer very small game." But I thought
they were massive and ghostly. They appeared inexplicably and then ate grass, as ifthey
were part ofthe very ground they stood on, wind whipped and formed, quick dissolving.
Approaching their bodies I felt foreign. They heave and their breaths are bursts of
coughs and their bellies are warm,swollen bulbs. Ifit was a doe my father would pinch
her tit and check for milk. Though he offered, I always wanted to finish thejob ifthe
first shot didn't. I could talk to her and my father stood behind a tree. Their eyes are so
dark and glassy you can see yourselfin them and they follow you. The second shot I
aimed for the neck, not the shoulder. Then they were dead weight and stinking entrails
and not the brown shadows they were at the brush edge offields. The sun sets and the
cold settles into the bottom of my boots. We walk back to the heated house. My mother
is waiting and she is excited and she calls to us when she can see our bobbing flashlights
in the distance. She knows we are cold and she has two flannel blankets folded on the
porch steps.
That was small game. I couldn't even eyeball forty acres anymore or imagine
how it could hold anything. A pride oflions can claim eighty miles square - the lower
half ofthe county I grew up in. Just to say the word "Africa" conjures endless land,
endless life. It's why I have a job. Men and families come to the ancient continent to dip
in time and glimpse something they can call wild,to look and say,"I will never see
anything like it again in my life...and least not uncaged. At least not beyond the bead of a
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shotgun." I lead them and I talk to them in English and put on a platter the best of what I
can find for them to shoot. They pick out my accent and ask,"You're finm the South,
aren't ya?" clever as a drunk uncle.
She said that and I said yes I am and she said whereabouts and I said the
Mississippi Delta. She nodded and wagged her finger. Tve read about this in books,she
told me. Twain. Clemens,I said and she laughed. But at this reference I remembered
my home and the deer and they seemed like scenes from a children's book. As ifTwain
wrote an eighteen year chronicle in my mind and I am without a separate history -estranged even from the story. It must have been the same long ago, as spooned Africans
sailed to the Caribbean, wondering iftheir entire lives before had not been some sleight
of hand. My thoughts have always been worn on my face.
"It's personal," she said. 'Tm sure people pry too much anyway. So tell me about
this piece of land."
Her hair was this burnt brown like the color untreated pine will weather into left
long on the sun side of a bam. I'd seen her put on some sort ofprescription simscreen
that allowed her to bare her arms and legs all day. Without it she would freckle like the
rest of Britain does down here: the end ofthe week running around with skin from a Dr.
Suess book, tomato and brown polka-dots. She was tall like her father. They'd come to
reconnect. Afiica closer for both than their respective Manchester suburbs.
"That's the first thing you've got to forget," I said. "It's no piece ofland. This is

Afiica.
The first full day, after they'd impacked and slept imder nets and been woken at
ni^t by the hyenas wild hysterics on the plain, I took them out in the Land Rover. To
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kill an animal you don't have to think like one or understand its habitat. But to hunt an
animal — that is something different. Tve killed many animals without ever hunting
them, birds on wires, squirrels. It's the opportunity to hunt that brings men and daughters
or sons and wives here. To find me and say,"Take tis out into the dark places, where the
lions are.

So they can walk in tall grass and spot, not like you spot a deer, gradually, but

all of the sudden and rising the silent mass of a lion. So their hearts will cease, as ifthey
never beat before nor will again, imtil they level a barrel at their chest and squeeze their
finger that never before felt so infinitesimal.
I took them to brush up the area first. The father sat passenger side with his arm
attached to the handrail above the window,jerking violently every time we hit a bump.
His get-up was a full khaki linen outfit and a white bandana aroimd his head. "This stuff
is supposed to keep you cool, right?" he kept asking,thumbing the sleeves of his shirt.
He laughed a good deal. He needed every tree identified("And what's that one?") and
frequent stops to check his blood sugar. "Type II you know," he said,"the genetic kind."
He must have gone through eight packs of Oreo's.
His daughter played along with ever3^hing he wandered into, 'Dad," she said.
"tell Braxton about the band oflads after that City match," and offhe went creating the
drama. She hit my elbow on the good parts like we were schoolboys. Quite friendly for
a near-stranger, I thought. But they were good people. When we launched a sea of
groundhogs across the plain or spooked the antelope, they were reverent. As ifthe place
were an expansive chapel, and we'd opened the door in the middle ofa sermon. As ifthe
minister were right in front of us.
That night she insisted that I make a fire in our courtyard and cook "on the spit.
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The spit? I asked, but she was already reminding her father ofthe whole pig they*d
roasted in the ground at Hogmanay. "Out on his brother's land," she told me. "The Scot.
His estate, he calls it. It's no estate though. Right,Dad? Did he not say that he's
rightfully a duke?
Lies, all of it," he said. 'They should shove an apple in his mouth.
So we had our tenderloin cooked like the natives would and they pried ever so
gently into the lid of my past. All ofthese Brits think we are cobras to be charmed.
revealing ourselves out ofa basket in shining coils. In the end I'd disappointed them with
my baseball surmners and the occasional winter buck. They wanted integration riots they wanted catfish the size of otters caught on a trotline. I had to explain that
Mississippi was a state and notjust a giant river with gypsies in houseboats. She never
bought it.
I think you make it a lot more tame than the books.
Maybe so," I said.
So why Africa?" the man asked.
The last frontier," I said, and that got a smile. The girl poked the fire with a
stake.
The last place to hide.

I woke and foimd them on the brown tile porch talking. He was rocking in his
chair. She had her feet pulled up, hanging in a balance.
There you are," the man said. "You missed a well good sunrise.
It dominated the east, quivering like a bee in the heat.
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It always is.
So posh," she said. Some of us don't always see it. The African sun." She
flicked an ant off of her armrest. She was wearing capri pants and a V-neck. She'd
tucked her hair down with a silk scarf. If we were somewhere else Fd have thought she
was a hippie. It reminded me of my father watching our cabinet television after supper,
running a commentary to my mother on Kennedy,on the fate ofthe Democrats, on
college students. Drinking Pabst out ofa can with a pull tab. And he seemed very far
removed and I wondered how my mind had made the leap, offa scarf
"No offense," she said in my silence.
"Oh no, no I was wasn't thinking ofit at all. Ijust remembered I have to call my
father at some point."
"That's the spirit," the man said and rose. "I wish it'd cross your mind more
often." He looked at her. "Calling old Pops." He laughed.

For a while there was nothing to say because the expanse before us was every
image and every state of life you could hope to talk about. The Land Rover slid over
bumps in the dirt as ifthe earth was a strip ofBraille and the tires calloused but careful
fingers- What am I reading, what am I reading? I thought. This is what maddens me.
The sense that everything here is speaking in a low murmur,conspiring, and the voices
mix until all is nothing except the words in my head. I remember mornings in the new
frosted cotton fields when it was so silent. Our boots cmshing ice could have been the
loudest sound in the world. And here I am lucky if a gunshot wakes me up.
All that day we stalked an area normally controlled by a pride of eleven lioness
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and the male. They could be hunting at night,I explained. The moon was full. We'll
find them. The man and his daughter were good sports. They said anything was better
than Manchester.
II

II

Not the football, surely," I said.
II

Surely," she said. "Surely by golly.

They laughed with each other. I smiled, waiting.
ft

Sorry, I just love that you say 'surely.' They do say that in the books. I don't
II

mean to poke fun - our football.
II

Ah the football," the man sighed.

II

We are City fans, right? None ofthis Man U pish-posh. But we have our years.
II

I supposed this has been one ofthem. Took Madrid, anyway.
It

Don't forget our upgrade, neither," he said.

tt

Yes. Coming into our right minds this season, with the necessary funds, we got

a box.II
II

II

No more mince pies thrown all over the backs of your heads.
She laughed. "Don't get the wrong idea though. This is all well recent stuff. A
couple years ago I'd work a double shift Wednesday ifI thought I would try and see a
match Saturday. That's the Manchester we've grown up on. Factories, not so much
II

football.
tt

What do you make?" I asked.

II

I worked in construction materials.II

II

II

Electrical Engineer," he said. "In a different life.

II

I don't feel that way. Not at all. The thing that killed me was the lighting. The
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ten hours in that radioactive phosphorescence.
Then she fell silent. I waited but they seemed exhausted with their own words.
The girl pulled up her hair and smoothed the back ofher neck with her hand. In the back
the man was opening some crackers. "Jesus," he finally said.

After the gentle click of his Zippo and the draws he took to light his cigar he told
us he would stay back for the night. It was dusk. He'd settled in to the same chair he'd
sat in that morning and began waving us off. He mentioned he was twice our age. He
mentioned that somebody had to make coffee in the morning.
"Besides," he said,"won't this thing muck it up?" He laughed.
The girl pressed her hand on his ear and kissed his forehead. Then we walked to
the truck and ignited the fog lights and pulled out into the darkness, not unlike a high
school date. Not so far firom when I would pick them up with their dads balancing check
books in half moon glasses and telling me "Eleven o clock." She wore his long sleeved
khaki button-down, untucked.
I remember thinking it was very important to say that we were hunting hyenas and
not lions, and should we come upon the pride we would not shoot. We would mark our
spot. Lions shouldn't be killed at night. She nodded.
"Honor," she said,"even out here."
Especially out here.
Have you ever lost it?" she asked.
It took me a second to understand what she meant. Then I thought.
I came here," I said,"because I thought that I had used up the Delta... even the
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States. Like it was a countable commodity. Like there was only so much you could take
before it started collecting back.” I saw something move in the comer of my eye. "I
remember thinking,'Africa, the cradle of Ufe.' That there was something here that never
disseminated, no matter how far we spread out. And I could find it somewhere. I would
be able to sniff it out. I was turning towards the movement. "There's not. There's
nothing here that shouldn't have been distilled out. The first year I was here I met a tribe
of Afidcans that shot hyenas in the stomach because the hyena will eat its own insides out
III

looking for the bullet. And they said,'Now we both laugh.

It was an elephant. There was a light fog settling on the ground around its legs
but its body and head stood in stark clarity against the night. A shiver swept down its
length; eerie skin, like a pig's. She made a pistol with her finger and thumb and said,
"Pow," letting her hand recoil. It unnerved me,like silence in a large building. I thought
some god was watching us, waiting. Then it made a lunge like it was being pulled fi*om
its side back into the dark and ran away.
It was not long, maybe ten minutes later, when she told me she'd won a big
settlement against the constmction material company. That's why they were rich. That's
why they'd come to safari for the week. The Asbestos she worked with, silent, shapeless,
had begun a mutiny of cells in her until a doctor could finally tell it was cancer. The
whole place had to be shut down.
That's why my dad got all queer this afternoon. It's really-'
"I'm sorry," I said.
'No, don't be. I didn't mean anything like that. I don't worry much about the
bloody thing myself. No point in it. She turned and looked at her own reflection in the
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night black ofthe window. "Here I am hunting like a colonist. It's great.'
I down-shifted. "T-I-A.It

That's right.
I caught her smile in her mirror image.
ft

Here they are.

The pack was dancing around a fleshy mass piled in the straw. They backed up
like rioters, aggression sweating out in bursts, not ready yet to leave the kill. One bared
its teeth at the lights.
It

We're lucky," I said.
tt

They'll stay?"
I nodded, reaching behind me for the rifle. I passed it to her and she slid the bolt
and thumbed in a shell,jamming the bolt back with her palm.
Should I get out?"
If

No.II I bent over her lap, suddenly too close to her thighs, pushing the rifle into

her body to get my hand on the window crank. My chin almost touched the creased skin
above her knees each rotation. Use the rearview to cradle the barrel," I said, recovering.
She sidled it out and leaned over the sill, bracing her knee against the center
console. The scope cupped her eye. Then the pause, a second only a hunter can know
when particles align and your breath is suspended or forgotten; you hear the thump
you've ignored your entire life, once.
II

Do they die?" She whispered from the side ofher mouth.
What?II
With their insides out?
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I looked out at them, wavering, about to light like birds offa wire. I knew what
she was doing. "Yea.
She shot.
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The Nightshirt of a Preacher

He placed the letters at night so that in the morning, God’s new day,they simply
appeared. He had to be careful that kids couldn’t rearrange the words too easily and
make them profane. Maybe twice a month he’d strike on an inspiration, reading his
sermon notes in the basement, he’d say,“Ah. And that night he’d walk across the dew
dropped lawn with his box of plastic letters to post on their front sign.
Wish you had, it read so far.
In his congregation at Free Heart Church of Christ, there was a widening disparity
between the figures in the Our Needs column and the God’s Gifts column. He didn’t kid
himself. Money was at the core ofthings. He preached but he had not always preached.
Once he’d traveled door-to-door selling watches from a briefcase: stainless steel watches,
digital. Velcro-banded, glow in the dark watches, watches with golf clubs for hands. He
sold kitchen appliances out ofthe back of his tmck to quiet, country wives mystified with
all the settings of a blender. That was before he foimd Christ, when he followed his lusts
and whims to the extent he could afford. Once he’d driven to a county line bingo hall.
Once he’d seen a whore.
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That was a time not long ago but sectioned offin his mind. It had ended with a
rack of antlers and the slack weight of a buck crashing throu^ his windshield; the
dancing lights of the ambulance as they dmg him out ofthe car. He found Christ. But
Christ hadn’t taken away the bottom line.
If you had to look at specific dates, the bottom line had been red since the year
after he began preaching at Free Heart. He hadn’t anticipated the financial side ofthe
ministry. Mr. Balough, the retired accountant, the old guard ofthe elders, helped him
keep the books. A spiral-bound, single-subject notepad stored in a desk in the basement
“You know what Jehovah Jirah means,Tim,” Mr. Balough said.
He nodded.
“God will provide.”
They played foosball in the youth rec room sometimes after they met on business
till late. Then Mr. Balough would mention his wife. Tim watched him leave from the
porch stoop and then walked back inside to go to bed, or to stay up past midmght reading
two-dollar mystery novels.

Most evenings in the summertime it was still and constant with the sound of
grass-hidden cicadas. Cars didn’t pass. The woods across the street stood like a
nightblack pond, solid-faced and seemingly empty. The moon was half a nickel silvering
a cornfield.
Tonight he heard a deep drone over the insects, and turned and saw a truck
approaching. It slowed on the curve into the parking lot and rolled to a stop. He had just
affixed the D in had,and he turned and watched.
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A woman stepped out, leaving the engine and lights on.
44

Good night,” he said.
44

Good night, preacher,” she said.
He offered his hand.
44

You can call me Tim.

They shook. Then she put her hands on her hips and smiled. He noticed one of
her front teeth was different, whiter than the rest. Fake, he guessed.
44

What are you putting up this late?” she asked.
99

44

Just a little something. Just something to catch someone’s attention.
44

Yea?
44

He pointed to the sign, It’s gonna say,‘Wish you had a trust fund? Our father
y>

wants to give you one.’ Something like that. He wiped his brow with his palm and
smiled.
“That’s good,” she said.
He showed her the box.
“That’s all my letters.
44

yy

Why you put it up at night?
44

Oh,” he paused. “Well.” He put the box down. “It’s kinda dumb really. Ijust
yy

like for people to see it new in the morning.

She didn’t respond. He began looking for another letter in his box.
44

You need some help?” she asked.
44

Don’t think so. Don’t really know what you could do.” He shrugged. “I’ve
yy

always done it alone.
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She bent down and ran her hands over the plastic letters and he watched. She was
his age, or maybe younger but she wore clothes women his age wore,a patterned cotton
dress and white sandals. Her fingernails were bit to the quick.
What’s your name?”
Rebeccah,” she said.
C4

Why’d you stop, Rebeccah? What were you doing?
She looked over his shoulder.
Well I come by looking for you,” she said.
yy

Yea?

You don’t remember me?”
He looked her over again, sandals up.
«<

yy

Have we met?” he asked. “Before?

(4

Guess not. I just come to church last Sunday, with my daddy.” She clasped her
hands together and held them at her waist.
44

yy

I’m sorry. I usually try to introduce myself
44

yy

Reason I come is him. I think he’s probably about dead.
yy

44

I hate to hear that.

44

It’s fine. He’s real old and been smoking all his life.” She paused for a moment.
searching. “Reason I come is I was thinking you could come out and say a prayer with
yy

him, or something.
»»

He nodded, leaning back on his boot heels. “That’ll be good. I’d love to do that.
44

yy

I think he’s likely than not to leave money to the church.
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Well Rebeccah, that’s mighty kind, but it’s not necessary. I don’t need a hint of
money to help my flock.
She smiled.
44

yj

It’s what I’m here for,” he said. ‘Tonight?
He walked up to the doors ofthe church and opened them and put the box of
letters inside. Then he locked the doors. His small brass church keys reminded him of
Peter.
When he returned she had turned her truck off and the night was still.
)>

44

I would take my truck but I think I didn’t plan right. Almost outta gas.
44

Oh that’s no trouble,” he said.

yy

44

Let’s hop in mine.

On the drive he rolled down his window an inch and let the air come sucking in
fresh and cool. His truck rode like a boat, the weight behind them in the twin gas tanks
and the swings ofthe road making the shocks dip and spring back lazily. He wondered if
she was serious about the money. Maybe her father was trying to make a last effort.
Maybe God had noticed his notebook, finally.
44

That’s a nice watch you got,” she said, eyeing his wrist on the steering wheel.
yy

“Yea.

yy

He held it out to her. “I used to sell them. Back before.

She pointed to another blue county road sign coming up from the ditch to the side.
yy

44

Just take this turn,” she said. Then,“Bet that was interesting.
yy

“I suppose.
44

yy

You sell em to all sorts ofpeople?
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He decided she was younger than him. Had to be, with all the questions. People
his age didn’t ask about watches. They talked to him about God.
I went door to door, so I guess I saw all sorts and everything in between. Didn’t
make any money, really.
She smiled. “Yea,I bet you seen it all.
He opened the center console and fished out a cassette and shd it into the tape
deck. A sad song came on.
44

I don’t like sad songs,” she said.
He fast-forwarded to the next one. It was getting colder. He cranked the window
back up.

After a half hour they pulled down a dirt road lined by thin pines and parts of
things once mechanical, now rusting into the ground. Things once painted different
colors. In the beam of his brights he saw a red refiigerator sagging against a tree, and he
thought maybe he’d had that kind ofrefiigerator at some point a long time ago. There
was a place for it in his mind somewhere,like the places that old phone numbers you
knew as a child stay, long after they never connect to anything.
44

It’s just up here a bit,” she said. “When I tell you would you kill your Hghts and
go slower? I don’t want him to get scared about strangers. He don’t know I left him.”
He fi*owned.

Why don’t wejust park it here and walk in?”

99

“No.

She paused, rubbing her palms on her knees. “I don’t want to get my

Svmday sandals dirty in the mud.”
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She told him and he cut the lights and slowed down. Another hundred yards up.
around a bend, there was a clearing and a double wide up on cinder blocks. A blue
florescent mosquito light buzzed on the small porch. He pulled into the yard and turned
the key.
44

How long have you lived out here?” he asked.
44

99

Quiet,” she said. “Come on.
They got out and she headed for the backside ofthe trailer, motioning for him to
keep up.
44

He’s gonna wake up,” he whispered. “Don’t see why it’s a big deal. He’ll see
99

you.
Something was wrong. In the backyard there was a metal shed. He could see
light coming from the cracks ofthe door. She stepped up the blocks to the backdoor of
the trailer and slid a key in and opened it. The house was dark.
99

44

Okay,” she said, shutting the door behind him. “Wait here.
44

Rebeccah?” he said.

She waited.
44

99

Is your daddy here?
44

Hold on,” she said.

He folded his arms as she disappeared into a room. There weren’t any pictures on
the walls, they were just blank and covered with cheap paisley wallpaper. He looked at
his watch. If he’d had a wife she’d be worried sick this late. He heard voices in the room
she was in. He flipped a switch and the hall lit up.
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She reappeared with a full duffel bag and a blanket in one ann and a girl holding
her other hand. The girl looked up at him.
64

Cut that light,” Rebeccah said.
66

What’s going on?” He tried to sound stem but he’d never been stem unless he
was selling something. He felt his face flushing.
66

We’ve gotta get her in the truck.”
66

yj

I can’t do that until I know what’s going on.
She walked toward the front door and he followed her. There was a long mirror
in the den with Budweiser painted in red letters on the glass. He’d been here before.

He remembered it now. He had come out one day,though he thought it stupid to
be winding all the way out here, in the middle ofnowhere and nobody with any money
for watches or appliances. When she opened the door he smiled and introduced himself
and held up his briefcase. He asked ifthey would be interested in some of his watches.
He had all sorts. Then he looked at her and saw that she had a black eye and her cheeks
were puffy and damp.
66

66

Ma’am,” he said. Is something wrong here?”

There was a man too. He pulled her away from the door and stood and asked
what Tim was here for. Tim said for selling watches. The man gave his briefcase a onceover but shook his head.
66

I’d like a new watch,” he said. “But I don’t know that I can afford one. We’re
having a baby.” He stuck his thumb behind him at the woman.
Tim smiled and closed it but remained on the landing.
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44

Sir,” he said.

yy

44

It’s none of my business. But if you’re having a baby-

44

yy

44

You’re right,” the man interrupted. It’s none of your business.
He called the cops later that day but when they called him back they said the
woman didn’t say anything. It could havejust as easily come from tripping on the front
steps. Or something falling. He dropped the matter.

Outside again he caught her arm and turned her to face him.
44

yy

What are you doing?” he said. “I know you.
44

yy

You gotta help us. Let me put her in the truck.
He let go. She opened the driver’s side and boosted the child into the backseat.
She put the duffel bag and blanket beside her.
44

He’s back there making meth,” she said. “I went the backways to see ifhe was
yy

out there yet and he is. In that shed.

His heart started to thump. “What am I supposed to do?” he said. He’d seen it on
the news a few months back, a trailer out somewhere that had exploded.
yy

44

You don’t have to do an3^thing. He doesn’t know nothing yet.
“No,” he said.
44

Listen to me.yy
yy

yy

“No.

He started to raise his voice but then caught it. ‘You’ve Ued to me.

44

We need your help. All you gotta do is come out with me and I’ll tell him
you’ve seen him making it and if he tries to stop us you’re gonna call the cops. And you
just have to see it cause then he won’t come for us cause you’ll bust him.” She wiped her
eye with the back of her hand.
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What if he kills us right here, huh?” He looked around.
44

He can’t. His truck’s at your church. Except he don’t know it and he don’t
know who you are.
44

He got a gun?
>9

44

In the shed. He won’t kill us though, it’s too dangerous.
“I’m not doing this.” He turned and began to open the truck door.
44

I got five thousand dollars, preacher.” She pointed. “It’s in a safe in that shed.
99

All you gotta do is come and he won’t do nothing. I’ll give you some.
“No,” he said.
99

44

He’s making a deal tonight so he won’t want any trouble. Just come with me.
She scratched her neck.

99

44

It’ll take two minutes. I’ll give you some.

“I’ll go in and call the cops,” he said.
99

“No.
44

She shook her head.

»»

44

They’ll take her. They’ll lock him up.

99

So?

99

“The money?” she said. “And a preacher at a meth house?
He followed her to the back again,toward the metal shed. Where is God? he
thought. What in Hell is this?
She shouldered the door open.
44

99

Varner,” she said. “We’re leaving.
He walked in behind her. There were colors everywhere, colors coming out of
colors, like the coral reef he’d seen on PBS. Things bursting. The surfaces were
dripping clear liquid onto the sawdust floor. The counter reminded him of a kitchen
appliances section you might see at a pawn shop: plugs going any which way,blenders.
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can openers, things with their tops missing, scales, corrosion on the metal. Empty Coke
Two Liters and Propane tanks lined the wall. There was a strange and dark art ofit, how
it all came together. How it was all familiar and all so wrecked and different. This was
this world: a broken oven to put pies in, and take out uncooked, and eat raw and wet and
indifferently.
Who’s this?” he asked, standing from a plastic chair.
Don’t matter. He’s seen everything now. We’re leaving.
99

Hell you are,” he said. “Not with him.
99

We’re in his truck. Yours ain’t here.
4C

99

You fucking him?

99

99

“No.

She held her arms against her chest. “I need that money,Varner.

44

Who are you?” he said, looking at Tim.
99

“Tim.
44

99

You look familiar.

44

He’s the one that called the cops the first time,” she said.
44

44

That’s it,” he said, narrowing his eyes. What are you doin here?”
99

44

He could bust you real now. Just give me that money and I’ll leave.
99

“Nobody’s going nowhere,” Varner said softly. “We’re gonna talk about this.
44

Please,” she said.

»

44

There’s nothing to say.

He turned and opened a desk drawer and withdrew a pistol.
44

99

There is,” he said. “Why are you doing this?
44

You know she can’t live here,” she said.
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Tim had not seen a gun in some time. Not since he owned one,kept in the space
between the driver’s seat and the center console. It was the only metal in the shed
polished enough to reflect light.
Baby, I’m about to get handed ten thousand dollars. I got almost a pound made
yy

up.
yy

She began to cry.

I don’t care. Just give me that five thousand in the safe.

44

yy

Where are you going to go? With him?
yy

Tim shook his head. 44I didn’t know about any ofthis.

yy

44

He leveled the gun at Tim. I don’t want this to get messy, Rebeccah.
44

You can’t,” she said.

yy

44

Your truck’s at his place. They’ll know it was you.

He breathed in through his nose,long and steady, and sat down again.
44

yy

What have you gotten me into, baby?
yy

She pointed at the safe. “Just give us the money. Please Varner.
yy

He looked at Tim. “You still sellin stuff? Them watches?
“No,” he said.
44

And you didn’t know any about this?”
44

yy

44

Please Vamer,” she said. He won’t say nothing.

He stared at the two ofthem for a moment,then rose and walked to the safe. It
had a keypad. He punched in the combination and pulled out a banded tube ofbills.
44

Where will you go?” he asked.

44

When’ll you come back?”
»»

She stared at the tube. “I don’t know.
He handed it to her.

yy

44

You stay and we can make a down payment. On a place.

“No,” she said.
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44

With the ten thousand.

44

I’m sorry,” she said, backing away,pulling Tim’s arm,shutting them into the
night.

44

I’ll give you some ofit,” she said, getting into the truck.
In the back the girl was asleep against the window,her hand tucked under her
chin. As they drove Rebeccah cried quietly into her palms.
‘They’re gorma kill him,” she said.
He was silent.
When they come tonight. He’s trying to cheat them.” She paused. I was
»>

supposed to go get some more baking powder.
The engine hummed beneath his feet.

In the parking lot she picked the girl up and put her in the other track and covered
her with the blanket.
“Thank you,” she told him,shouldering the duffel and leaning into its weight.
He looked at the girl in the backseat.
“Here,” she said. She held out a cut ofthe money. The rolled bills felt crisp and
99

44

springy in his hand.
44

That’s fifteen hundred dollars.” She eyed him. ‘Tor the church.
99

Why did you come for me?

For a moment the insects filled a silence.
44

I knew you would recognize me at some point. And you’d remember. And
99

you’d help me.
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You knew I preached here?”
She nodded toward the sign that read WISH YOU HAD. ‘Your name’s up there. I
knew you lived here.”
The truck backed up and eventually its taillights disappeared behind the blue,
monochromatic woods. He walked to the church door and slipped a key in the lock and
got the letters. They felt sharp and brittle in his hands, like a box ofcrushed shells.
When he finished the sign he put the box up and walked into the basement. He filed the
money in the spiral notebook and wrote special commitment in the origin column. They
would break into the black this month. Mr. Balough would smile on Sunday and take his
shoulder into his firm grip, and tell him how God does have a curious sense ofhumor
sometimes, and we can really only laugh along with Him.
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Rangers

She had stared at the creases in his hands and said,“I never want to be alone
99

again.
Then he’d asked her to marry him. Life was a series ofcheckpoints dropped on a
map. Contour lines outside ofthem, blips on the television screen: Apollo 11, Kent State,
a missing boy. They were so brave, he thought. They were so brave and wise beyond
their years. And virgin then too. There were things that had not changed since his father
had struck out on his own.
They’d been hiking in the Sequoia National Park that afternoon. She wore a
crimson Fresno State sweatshirt and blue jeans and the hiking boots he’d borrowed from
his little brother. He picked a flower for her hair. He brushed the dust off a rock and let
her lie in his lap.
99
46

I knew you would ask me,” she said.

I woke up today and I knew.

44

How?” he said.

44

Because I woke up before my alarm. I lay in my bed for five minutes watching
99

the clock. I knew.

She traced his palm in her hands.
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What’s it say?” he asked her.

44

I don’t know.

The trees there stood taller than the tops ofthe Golden Gate Bridge. There was a
photograph with twenty-seven people clasping arms around one ofthe trunks posted at
the Ranger’s hut. They blocked out the sun. Redwoods the color ofdried blood. She
took pictures with a Polaroid camera and let him watch the milky film dissolve into an
image. She blew lightly over the surface.
“I’ve never seen one ofthese,” he said.
44

Far out,” she said. But that was ajoke. They were not hippies.

That night when they were back he held his arm around her shoulder while she
called her parents. He fished dimes out ofhis pocket and thumbed them in the slot for
her. She twirled the cord aroimd her finger. Her voice caught sometimes but she did not
cry. People walking by stared at them. Let them, he thought. This is it. I don’t want to
be in their shoes.

He told his son that she had a gift. She could read minds. He beheved him
because he was five years old and his name was Luke Gordon like his dad and in 1976
an3^ng was possible. America,two hundred years old. Little drummer boys marched
across the backs of quarters. All colors only shades ofred, white, or blue.
44

Do you want a cowboys and Indians birthday party?” he asked him.

44

Yes!79
99

44

Mom told me. She read your mind.
99

The boy laughed. “She did not!

12

44

She did too. She can sit in that chair right there and know whatever you’re

thinking just then.
His son sat in the chair and closed his eyes. He hummed aloud. He grasped the
knobs of the arms.
44

What are you doing?

44

I’m thinking of what she’s thinking,” he said.

44

99

But it doesn’t work that way,silly.
44

His son opened his eyes. Is it magic then?” Very matter-of-factly.
44

99

Only your mother knows.

She was in the kitchen making his son’s favorite breakfast. She called it “bird’s
in the nest,” but really it was only a piece ofbread. She cut out the middle and fried an
egg in it. Ifshe burned it it was no good. But she didn’t that day because she made extra
sure not to because it was their boy’s birthday and this birthday had to count. He told her
his fifth birthday was the first one he ever remembered. He told her that things that
happen now the boy might very well remember. So don’t bum the bird.
She had thought to put a candle in the middle ofthe toast. She walked out to the
pub table and lit the candle and said,
44

Luke, you big birthday boy, you’re bird’s in the nest is ready. It’s your

favorite.99
99

But he saw the candle and said,“Put that thing out. It’ll get wax in the egg.
She blew it out. 44Oh,I didn’t think ofthat. I’m sorry.” She caught the melting
wax on her finger and pulled it up. “There.
44

You took my wish,” the boy said.
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Hurry and make it,” she told him,“You still got one.
They sang to him and let him open one ofhis presents. It was a Phillips portable
radio and tape player with dials and flips and a telescoping antenna. The boy tossed the
newspaper wrapping on the floor and switched it on.
44

It works!” he said.

Static came throbbing in at ten megahertz.
44

Now you can listen to the Dodgers ifthey’re playing past your bedtime,” he told

his son.
44

Luke.99 She eyed him. “Now you can listen to the tapes we got you. There’s all
99

sorts. Stuff about outer space.
44

Stuff about cowboys and Indians?” the boy asked.

44

I don’t know about that,” she said.

It was never over. Sometimes people look at one another and say you and I both
know that it’s been over for a while now. That was not the case. One time he’d been out
drinking with the boys at Finnegan’s and they’d had some Irish whiskey. And then they
had also smoked some Marlboros so there was the smell ofthat too. He didn’t mind
driving because he knew the sheriff anyway and besides, nobody arrests a Park Ranger.
So in he came well past one o clock in the morning and forgot to cut offthe lights to his
truck. He swayed into the kitchen like a ballroom dancer and swung open the
refrigerator. The milk was gone.
44

Dammit,” he said.

44

Dad?” he heard.
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He looked. His son was sitting at the kitchen table eating Wheaties. The gallon
of milk was sweating right beside his bowl. His son smiled.
You want a glass of milk?
And she heard the commotion and walked in to find her husband drunk and her
boy laughing.
Then there was the other time when he had promised to take her out for their
anniversary and then they had thought a forest fire was starting up. She had never seen a
forest fire but he had, big as a moimtain and loud, so loud you couldn’t hear anything. So
he drove the fourteen miles in the Silverado and sat around with a CB radio for four and a
half hours at his desk in the lodge. He spread out his map all over the table and tried to
help them triangulate what turned out to be a crop duster run out ofgas.
“Let me come with you then,” she had said.
“You don’t want to come all the way out there,” he said. “Just get in the way and
it’s terribly boring I promise.”
One time he had just left. He came in fi*om the Ranger’s Station just before
supper and sat down and salted his green beans. He got up as ifto get another napkin.
Or a beer. And he walked in the kitchen and out the back door and did not come home
that night. They were stranded at the house because he had taken the truck and they had
no other means of getting around. He drove north up Highway 99 all the way to
Sacramento. At some point he decided he’d fancy some tunes and stopped at a gas
station to buy some Grateful Dead tapes. He did love the Dead. They were good times,
times you spent with your good buddies and drank and played darts in bars with lights
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everywhere, but none that made the place like a butchery,just soft lights. Lights that
hummed ever so lightly so that it was never silent even ifthejukebox stopped playing.
The road shpped under his tires for two hundred miles. When he got to the city
he parked the truck in a lot beside a pizzeria and walked aroimd. He saw the capitol
building propped up proud on a lawn,its white box topped with a big black dome. He
visited the historic site of Old Sacramento. It was dark then and he was lost, or not lost
but he wasn’t sure where to start to find his truck. Old Sacramento was supposed to
reconstruct life in the gold msh in the 1800’s. The buildings were done up in stucco. A
hulking coal black train with Sacramento Southern painted on the side sat on some tracks.
He thought it probably must be welded to the railing. You could take a horse drawn
buggy if you wanted. Actors walked around in Victorian dresses and said,“Howdy.”
People were leaving. He thought he might stay in a httle hotel. Maybe they brought you
old timey papers in the morning, and Mexican maids dressed in bonnets and cotton
dresses came and made up your bed. He thought maybe he would hear a whippoorwill in
the soft night or the whinnies ofa far offband of mustangs. He asked an Indian with a
small backpack where some lodging would be.
Lodging?” the Indian said.
44

Is there any around here?”

The man pointed. “There’s a Holiday Inn across the river.”
He stayed in a room on the fifteenth floor there that looked out over the whole
city. It took him the whole next day to find his truck. Somebody had thrown a brick
through the window and stolen the tapes. They didn’t find anything else.
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After they were divorced he began living in the National Park. She and the boy
hved in the Woodlake area right outside ofFresno and he got a cabin in the Sequoia so he
never had to leave the woods. During the summer months when it was hot and dry they
still ran a fire watchtower high above the trees called Buck Rock Lookout. It was a
hangover from the thirties w'hen Roosevelt’s CCC built a bunch ofthem all over the
National Forests. They had a log ofeveryone who’d been a lookout. Some people had
done it ten years straight.
The idea was to have these towers up on the top ofthese cliffs so someone could
live up there and catch a forest fire before it got too big. He’d heard offires so big they
took up a million acres way back when. That was a long time ago. But still in the
summer months the state paid a few people to be lookouts in certain areas that didn t
have regular fly-overs. Kerouac did it in the fifties and wrote a bimch ofpoems. Luke
didn’t write but sometimes he would sit on the deck in the morning and try to come up
with very beautiful ways to talk about the silence and the thin fog. Fog in the morning
like memories was the one he liked best. He was five miles hiking from the nearest road.
His tower hut was a fifteen by fifteen box in the midst ofa hundred thousand
acres ofredwoods and firs and pines. A hundred and seventy two stair steps took him
from the trail to the front door, or the only door. Numbers everywhere when he started
noticing. He could take five and a half paces from one wall to the other. He figured he
could look out and see another peak thirty miles away. He breathed air rarified at 8,500
feet. Not to mention the big steel disk on a stand in the comer, which was inscribed with
coordinates all around the dial. It looked like a sundial only it was for triangulating a
fire’s position. Three towers with Osborne Fire Finders could give a pretty good
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indication where the smoke was coming from,maybe within a couple hundred feet. It
amazed him sometimes,if he thought about it for a second. He’d never had to use it
though. What about a great big fire, he thought. How terrifying.
It would look like the end ofthe world. Ifenough ofthe forest caught it would
reach out ofits own accord, a breathing thing cracking like constant thimder. It would
have its ovm imapproachable perimeter of heat. Some trees very old would die, trees that
have been as they are now for over a thousand years, crumbling in their own weight of
ash. Their sap would boil at the surface oftheir blackened bark, evaporating. Animals
would scatter. Smoke for weeks. But then after, a time after, new things would sprout,
things that had waited for a purge to spring up shoots.

He liked to pretend sometimes during those summer months that he was Edmimd
Dantes from The Count ofMonte Cristo, There wasn’t any room for a bookcase in the
hut but under the cot he kept a stack ofReader’s Digest Condensed classics. They were
for practical people like himself, people that didn’t have time nosing into novels that took
up twelve hundred pages. He had Tne Odyssey in there too. And some Larry McMurtry
westerns. But he liked Edmimd Dantes the best because he was always calculating. He
didn’t let a few ruts get him down. He imagined that some evil man had imprisoned him
on the top of a cliff like Edmund Dantes and he was waiting patiently for his moment.
His moment came every October when the season was over and he went back to his
cabin. But on the mountain it felt so real, the way it felt a long time ago when he was a
boy and he’d cry in the haunted houses because the ghosts and zombies looked so real.
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At dawn he woke up and made coffee and phoned in for any news. He wrote
letters to his son too because he didn’t get to visit him anymore. He only saw hikers that
wanted to look at the hut and Jeffthe fat bearded Ranger who brought his supplies each
week. He could close the gate down at the bottom if he didn’t want anyone coming up
that day, but normally he left it open. Sometimes people brought their kids and he liked
seeing young people with their parents. He let them play with the Osborne disk.
Daddies would say,“Don’t touch that, we don’t want to break the man’s
instruments.
He would laugh and show them how to look through the peep. “It won t break,
he said. “It’s steel and not even I could break it ifI wanted to.”
Then they would smile and lighten up around it. It wasn’t really anything to be
scared of.
“Does it work?” the kids sometimes asked.
“With a little magic,” he’d say.
At night, the still, single-breathed, starry nights when spotted owls asked their
single question over and over again, who,who,he dipped snuffand spat over the cliff
Coyotes howled down in the valley for who knew what,for hunger or a mate. Who was
out there? What group ofcity people roamed under the trees or sat by a small campfire
and made hot dogs? Fathers and sons leaving the house for the mother to have some time
to herself. Boys in khaki uniforms cussing under their breath and whittling woodchips
offofsticks onto the ground, hiding dirty magazines in their sleeping bags. Sweethearts
making love. He didn’t know these things but he thought it must be so. Some nights
though also it must have been only him,and the animals tucked in their dens and furrows
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and nests. The stars’ light traveling so far for so long and never accomplishing anything
you could say aloud. Nothing passed on.

In may of 1987,the Forest Service Chieftold him that perhaps they didn’t need a
lookout to man the tower all the time that summer. That maybe it would be enough to
just check every now and then.
But you know as well as I do they don’t fly over here that often,” he said.
66

Luke,I just don’t know we have the budget this year to put you up the whole

»>
summer. We’re investigating some other methods, The chief was sitting in an office

chair and leaned all the way forward over his desk. He clasped his hands.
66

Like what?” he asked.

66

Some different things we might try.

66

It’s not magic, Bmce. He scratched his neck. “You need someone up there to

spot it early. It’s not practical to go up there every day and come right back down and
out.99
99

66

What about helicopters?

“That’s more expensive!” he said.
66

We’ve got some volunteers that want to try to make it work.” The chief put his
99

66
palms flat on the Formica. Scenic rides and stuff.

What about night time, what about Sundays, what about keeping up the tower and
visitors and such. He thought all these things. What will I do all summer. He stood up.
66

99

What ifI volunteered?
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I couldn’t let you do that, Luke, that’s ridiculous. How are you going to pay
your mortgage?”
“You let me worry about that. What about it?”
The chief picked up the phone and dialed a number with his pencil. “Let me see.
he said.
So he knew it would be his last. And that his son would never one day take over
the position and they couldn’t have his name written down with just an extra Jr. in the
logbook for his years in service. His son might never visit the tower at all.
That summer had the most magic. It was as ifhe was watching a shattering glass
vase in reverse, a thousand clear specs flying back into one another and into a definite
shape and rising to the table. He thought ofphrases that remained in his head long after
his morning coffee, sentences that stayed with him for days. Saplings spring up, he
thought. Saplings spring up like magic. He thought,Edmund Dantes waits warily,
hungrily. A wolf began coming to the first ofthe 172 steps and pawing it and then
walking away and then coming back to paw it again. He began smoking and a cigarette s
smoke felt like words rushing in and out ofhim. He took pictures ofthe view firom the
deck with a Polaroid camera and tacked them above the stove. Less people came. He
saw more things in silence.
His son wrote back in shorter letters. He thought ofhim often and would write
for an hour and only have a couple ofparagraphs because nothing went on that was any
different than the last day it seemed,only the magic ofcontinuity. That was okay. In the
condensed novelsjust as much gets said only it is said more concisely and who has time
for all the filler anyway. He read between the lines.
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I want to see you again sometime he wrote his son.
His son replied back. Maybe sometime but maybe notjust now.
He knew what that meant.
What about your mother? he asked.
His letters came once a week with the supplies.
She works very hard. How is your work? Is it scary up there?
He thought the boy must be curious because it was his father’s work and all sons
wish to know what their fathers do and to do it themselves. And ifhe only had the time
to sit down and talk with him perhaps it might mean something. Or to sit in silence with
him. To watch a fire.
It is not hard and not scary but sometimes it is lonely. Ihave a wolfat my door
sometimes.
Don 7you have books? his son wrote back. Mom is leaving at the end ofthe
month to go to Los Angelesforfour days.
It was September. On October 1*** he would pack his belongings and pack
anything not nailed down belonging to the Forest Service and the lookout hut would not
sleep another man ever. It would stand as obsolete as the great wooden fiigates against
the ironclad tide of helicopters and satellites and whatever else they used. The wolf
would come all the way up the steps. He read more frantically and tried to think like
Edmund.
What will you do while she is gone? he asked.
Two weeks left.
ril be at home.
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Things were coming together.
He was flicking the lighter for his cigarette at night and a flash ofbrilliance came
upon him. She, gone. His son. Fire. It was dark yes but maybe not so dark and besides
what did it matter ifit was a very dark plan? A plan only a man sitting in a lofty prison
might conceive of and carry out because there was nowhere else to go and nothing else to
do. He let the cigarette fall offthe deck and tumble through the air towards the ground.
At the end ofthe month he packed his track and cleaned out the hut. He cut the
phone wire with a hatchet. He reported to the Chiefthat he had squared everything away
and that he was taking some vacation time. The season was over. The Chiefthanked
him for another greatjob. “How monotonous it must get up there,” he mentioned.
The next day, a Sunday, he woke up hours before dawn and hiked to a spot two
miles from the lookout tower. He carried ajug ofgasoline that made his hands smell. He
couldn’t decide if he liked the smell ofgas but he remembered that his son did because he
used to love to go to gas stations. Nobody was in the woods but him. He built up an altar
offallen branches next to a tree so high it looked like a beaver’s dam and poured gasoline
over the altar and on the leaves around it and on the tree. They were younger trees and
closer together than in other areas. Before the sun broke over the ridge he had the fire
raging and the lower limbs ofthe tree burning. It was like a biblical story but he couldn’t
remember which.
By mid morning he had made the drive into Woodland. His son opened the door
in his boxers.
I didn’t know you where coming,” he said.
But there was so little time for explanations and still miles to cover.
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44

rve got an early birthday gift for you.

His son didn’t want to go but he was able to get him in the truck after he begged
him. He promised to have him back before dinner. The boy had such long hair. And
brown now.
44

You’re getting to be a man,” he told him.

They talked about his school on the way to the Park.
44

We have to read the Odyssey,” he said.

44

I’ve read that.” He smiled. “Well, only the condensed version.
He was playing baseball for his school team and he hoped to pitch a few games as
a starter this year. His mother had been promoted. She was going to take him to a
Dodgers game in the spring.
He parked the truck on the shoulder ofthe road and got out.
44

What are we doing?” his son asked.

44

Just stay with me for a little bit longer,” he said. “Just hike with mejust a

while.
44

33

Dad...

53

44

Just let me show you one thing.

44

Is it where you worked? Is this where you wrote from?” He crossed his arms.
33

“You’ll see,just come with me.

They walked in silence. The sun was high over them and he was sweating under
his arms and on the back ofhis neck. The further they went the more anxious the boy
became. As they went he pointed out things ofthe woods,names oftrees, how rocks
were formed.
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“These are saplings.” He took in between his fingers the stems ofknee-high
»»

Douglases with bristles like whiskers. “Someday they’ll get real big.
4(

Maybe we should turn back now,” he said.

Just a little bit more.yy

44

“I’m not going any more,” he said.
But he did because he would grant his father this one thing. They reached the
bottom steps ofthe hut and he stopped.
44

See these scratch marks in the wood?” he asked him.

((

Yea,” the boy said.

“The wolf. Remember I told you about the wolf.
The boy nodded.
He could see the smoke rising in the sky to the east but once they climbed to the
top he knew they would be able to see the whole scene. He unlocked the hut and let his
son m.
“This is where you lived?” he asked.
44

Yes,” he said.

The boy looked out the window and saw it, massive and black in the distance.
44

Dad,” he said.

44

Yes?”
There’s a fire.yy

44

44

Yes.” He put his hand on the boy’s shoulder.

44

yy

It’s a forest fire.

44

Yes.yy
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Are you going to call someone? Shouldn’t you call someone?” He looked at the
»>

phone line hanging limp offthe box. “Oh God.

The boy went back to the door but it was locked.
(4

Dad...

His eyes were wide and they werejust like his mother’s when she was afraid.
Just stay witli me just a little while,” he said. “You’re a lookout. We can write
99

your name down in the log. And you found a fire.
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